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MH Certified Repair Centers At MH CRC’s, qualified  experts and 
specialized technicians carry out maintenance, repair and overhaul of pumps,  motors, valves and 
cylinders. All repairs are extensively tested using specific MH testing protocols and are  delivered 
with a test report and a 6 months warranty. This warranty can be extended for another 6 months 
if the equipment/machinery is properly maintained and an MH CRC service technician should 
 certify this. All service and repair work is carried out in close consultation with customers,  whereby 
a clear insight is provided into the proposed work activities.

Fieldservice MH CRC’s are capable of executing on-site services worldwide. 
This global network of certified technicians can be mobilized to provide quick and effective 
 repairs and maintenance. MH CRC four and five-star technicians can carry out on-site and off-
shore repairs, maintenance and services, and can also test flow, pressure and oil contamination.

INNOVATION

Sales For the last 40 years, MH Hydraulics has been 
taken care of it’s worldwide reputation by advising it’s 
custo mers with making the right choice when ordering 
hydraulic spare parts and components. We carry stock of leading brands, such as Bosch-Rexroth, Bruening-
haus,  Commercial,  Danfoss, Denison, Eaton, Hagglunds, Hydro-Gigant, Hydromatik,  Kawasaki, Liebherr, 
Linde, Rexroth, Sauer, Staffa, Vickers and Yuken. 

Super Fast Delivery We have established and developed cutting-edge warehouse 
 facilities in strategic locations worldwide. Optimum stock levels are maintained at our MH warehouses in the 
Netherlands, USA, UAE and Singapore, based on specific demand in the respective regions. We can deliver 
our products quickly from these key locations. If technical advice is needed, our renowned MH Helpdesk is 
only a click away. That’s why, when we say ‘Super Fast Delivery’, we say: get the RIGHT products FAST.

Production MH Hydraulics has advanced production facilities, and produces hard-to-find spare 
parts, custom made parts, small series and OEM parts like pistons, barrels and drive shafts. We also have a 
large number of complete pumps and motors in stock, either new or re-manufactured and we offer  exchange 
programs for certain models. Our stock offers our customers flexible solutions.

Manufacturing Together with spare parts, we design and manufacture test equipment, 
which guarantees proper repair of hydraulic units, a list and description of which can be found on our 
website in the Brochures / MH Test Benches section.

WORLDWIDE

Worldwide service network MH Hydraulics has an international  service network for the repair and maintenance of hydraulic pumps, motors, valves and cylinders. All MH Certified Repair Centers are subject to specific expertise requirements. In order to qualify for  certification, the technicians must complete an intensive MH training course. Each MH  Certified Repair Centre has a fully equipped workshop with MH test equipment. MH Hydraulics provides  continuous training to keep hydraulic service and repair know-how up-to-date at all times. Each MH CRC has a local stock of essential spare parts in order to guarantee super fast repair.
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INNOVATION

Large online database  
Over 40,000 parts lists online. Over 3.8 million clickable parts.

Easy and effective search The MH WebApp allows you to gain instant 
access to the price and availability of your required spare parts, components and test equipment. No 
more wasting of valuable time with examining catalogues, making enquiries and waiting for answers.

Availability of parts 
Our MH App features a colour code displayed next to each item. This code indicates the availability 
of that part:

Fastest hydraulic ordering system
in the world The MH WebApp is developed to give customers the ultimate 

control over their repairs. The WebApp’s innovative set-up makes it the fastest and 
easiest hydraulic spare parts ordering system in the world!
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WORLDWIDE
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